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IN THE LOOP
Lynne and Linda’s Mockingbird
Lounge Exhibition
Not the best time to have
an exhibition at the start of
a pandemic, but we did
stay open for seventeen
days in the month and sold
five paintings.
The venue is terrific with
many people visiting for
lunches, groups and to buy
books and crafts. There
was room for about thirty
paintings. Having good
food, coffee and a wine list
made it a great place for an
art exhibition. Stacey and
her staff were wonderfully
helpful.
A big thank you to Marion
Art Group members who
supported us at the
opening night and came to
view the exhibition while it
was open.

Linda (left) and Lynne (right)
at the launch of
Mockingbird Lounge
exhibition.

Lynne Wong

SALA ON-LINE AUGUST 2020 EXHIBITION REMINDER
Please remember to let Jim Green know if you are interested
in contributing some artwork to this exhibition. Please refer
to the information Jim sent earlier this month, giving details
about this new exhibition concept for this year.
Initial interest should be emailed to Jim on
greenjames51@optusnet.com.au by Monday June 1st.

Digital Support
We encourage you, during this time, to try a City of Marion
neighbourhood centre on-line computer course or Contact
Ben Teoh at City of Marion Libraries for FREE General
Digital Support on 83756726 or email him at
Ben.Teoh@marion.sa.gov.au.
Ben says, “We have our one-on-one digital mentoring sessions
every Tuesday and people can book in a time at 1, 2 or 3pm. If
you are interested, we can help out.” Book in as a MAG
member and you will get some help. Any mobile phone,
tablet or computer issues associated with any issue or with
editing photos of artwork, resizing and emailing them,
please feel free to organize a session.
Privacy Policy: MAG members’ personal information will be limited to MAGpurposes only. This information will not be conveyed or sold to a third party
(including electronic means), without the member’s consent. MAG will not be
held responsible for any unintended use or disclosure of information.
To contact the Editor or MAG committee, go to the MAG website for details.

Annah’s Creative Journey in Isolation
I was, like most of us, shocked and worried when we
first heard about Corona Virus and thought that this
would be a huge challenge for us all as individuals
and as a human race. So, my first painting during the
early days reflected this fear. I call it “Grit”. It is a
framed mixed media. [See below left (1)]
I then moved onto happier more
joyful projects in my garden and
one of my outdoor areas and
planted lots of herbs and vegies
and made an old wooden table
into a pretty mosaic piece. I then
painted a Fairy which I hung
1. above the table. During this time,
for several weeks, I spent my
isolation in the garden in sunny
autumn days and made a (selfpreservation) vow to turn off the
hourly news broadcasts on my
radio. So, Corona developed
without my attention to every
2. detail. [Left (2)]
Time then to get back to painting and I did a still life
of flowers I picked on a morning walk and on my
return home, put them in a favourite old blue and
white jug. Back to happy paintings. [Below right (3)]
Of course, during this time, the
Covid Virus situation was
waxing and waning globally,
and I wanted again to confront
my Covid Concerns, head on.
So, I got an old bowl (hat), a
ceramic mask bought years ago
in a $2 shop for some unknown
purpose, a chipped and shabby
urn, and a left-over bathroom
tile from my son in law. I have
always got a collection of
ceramic tiles, so I started work
on her. She, (The Corona
Countess) stands proud, strong,
and confident about the future,
and so do I. [Right (4)]
That is my Corona journey so
far.
~Annah Stevens
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Art In Isolation

A DAUB FROM THE
EDITOR

What do I miss in this
“new normal” of social
distancing? Actually, not
much. Similar to Eric (p.3),
I am enjoying my own
company, the slow-down
and easing of pressure. One
difference is that I have a
hubby working from home
and a son who lives at
home. So, in contrast to
others, I’m missing the
quiet time to do my
creative work. And with
nowhere to go, there is
nowhere to escape; except,
as Rae Long expresses it in
her poem (p.2), I also go to
the garden.
That being said, I am
missing feedback. I have
produced some work in my
own little world, some
miniatures, and the
challenging Bellerive
Marina (p.2). Hubby gives
his perspective about the
minatures. ‘Why would
someone want to buy those
tiny paintings?’ Or about
Bellerive, ‘Well, I s’pose
that’s your style.’
I guess he means well. But,
see what I mean? I miss the
safe and encouraging
environment of MAG to
give helpful feedback that
guides me on my art
journey. ~Lee-Anne Kling

Artist in Isolation: Portraiture
and Poems, … P.2

Exhibitions, Virtual and Past, &
Artists in Isolation
continued…P.4

The Corona Countess by Annah Stevens
Read more about this creation on page 4.

MAG EVENTS
2020
TBA
All going well, And, when we are on
the other side of this strange time,
MAG will be back in the new-looking
studio,
Practising safe distancing, hygiene
and all that Covid-Safe jazz.
In the meantime,
Happy cooking, cleaning, Netflix
bingeing
And…
Painting

THE PRESIDENT’S PERSPECTIVE
Well here we are in a situation that we could
never have predicted. It almost feels Like World
War 3, especially when watching with horror, the
overseas news. As I’m sure we have all done
during this time, I have turned my hand to new
things. One is more computer skills as we gear up
for an on-line SALA exhibition in August. Another
is the copious consumption of fine literature,
borrowed from SA libraries to read on my iPad. I
have been reading the books of Australian author
Roland Perry just lately. His colourful biographies
of Australian characters from the first and second
world wars, bring them very much to life again.
His down to earth writing and inclusion of
archival photos to back up his incredible, but true
tales of how the Anzac spirit has persevered, led
me to my latest artistic endeavours whilst at
home.
I have started a series of portraits of musician
characters. Sharon and I encountered many
different artistes during our caravan trips around
Australia over the last several years. Interesting
singers on tour at country or folk concerts or
locals providing entertainment for us grey
nomads. At last, all those photos I snapped during
performances, will now be put to good use!!
Please be resolute and focussed to stay safe and
enjoy the process of keeping yourselves occupied,
at least some of the time, with art activities.

~Jim Green.
[Image from Techies Tech Guide
Website]

Marion Art Group Website: marionartgroup.org

Artists in Isolation: Portraiture &
poems
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Iso-Inspiration

What have I been up to in
my isolation? Feeling sad
and lonely with boredom
and frustration? No, not
me.
My floors are gleaming
brightly from daily loving
care,

Pastel Portrait of Grandson by
Noreen Cutts
Portrait sketch in charcoal by Eric

My carpets are amazing
with every bristling hair.
You should have seen me
dusting, a magic to behold,

Willie from Ravenshoe by Jim
Green

But after that I’d rest a bit,
and tune into ‘THE
BOLD’…….
Then out into the
garden…………
Tropical Sunset Queensland by Norene Cutts

……… but that’s another
verse!!
~ Rae Long

Portrait sketch in charcoal by Eric

Warming beams of silvered light,
Shattered into shadowed flight,
By trees, ancient and divine,
Standing in eternal time,
The ground hoary, crisp with frost,
Mist rising, horizons earlier lost,
Emerge, First thing in the morning.

During this time of isolation, I
challenged myself with the detail
inherent in Bellerive Marina.
Journey in
iso-art by
Lee-Anne
Kling

3. Plotting in more detail,
taking care to keep loose.

1. Shape and colours
blocked in with acrylic on
stretched canvas.

2. Buildings and Mt.
Wellington take shape.

First thing in the Morning

4. Final, pending feedback. Liking the
subtlety of seagulls.

Grass crunches under chilly feet,
Lowing cows huddle, sharing heat,
A magpie chuckles to greet the day,
Parrots screech and rise to play,
Winds murmur among the leaves,
Dew drops, as the night must grieve,
Defeated, First thing in the morning.
The air fills lungs with, stimulation
Breath clouds with every exhalation
The heart lifts as its beat proclaims,
The ethereal beauty it acclaims,
We may shiver in the dawning light
But beauty abounds following the night,
Exultant, First thing in the morning.
Lynne C. Wong

Hi everybody! I
sincerely hope the “still
seems surreal"
pandemic has not too
adversely impacted on
your lives. No doubt,
there has been
reorganizing, reprioritizing and just
down right dealing with
myriad pain in the bum
moments. For me, to my
surprise (because
everybody was telling me
it would be so, namely
boredom and the
exigencies of lack of
social contact), they
didn’t happen! I have
come to realize over the
years that I am different
(in oh so many ways!) to
most people in that I am
never bored. Honest.
Never. And secondly,
while I enjoy social
contact, often immensely,
I actually don’t need it; At
least it seems so. (That
may have something to
do with the fact that if
you Google “hermit" or
“curmudgeon” for that
matter, you won’t find
any text, just a photo of
me!) Technology has
allowed next to best
thing for contact, and
that to date, has sufficed.
‘Is there a point to this,
which vaguely relates to
art?’ I hear you ask.
Well, a couple which
I’ll share and see if
there’s any resonance.
Firstly, if I had a dollar
for every time I heard,
“Well, at least you’ve got
your art. You’ll always
have something to do.
You won’t get bored.”
(“Bored" was never on
the radar, as explained.)
And initially I thought I’d
be producing a stream of
masterpieces, one or two
a week!

Art Tips:
The New ReOrg

Portrait sketch in
charcoal by Eric

Not so. Not even close. The
Muse had put herself in
Lockdown and nothing, no
amount of pleading,
cajoling, threatening or
anything else I could think
of would shift her. I was
metaphorically (and
literally of course) all
dressed up with no place to
go. I couldn’t even blame it
on the slooow recovering
from the shoulder surgery.
Meantime, as with many
others, tons of gardening,
cooking etc. got done. I
found out from reading,
doing some research, and
talking to fellow artists,
that I was not alone. For
sure, some artists did get a
lot done. But the more
common experience was
one of culling old work (or
gessoing over many),
tweaking already done
pieces and such. Motivation
to start new, big
(especially) pieces nonexistent. And the more you
tried to get going, the more
likely it was not going to
happen. All kinds of
reasons were given, quite
plausible—I certainly don’t
have the answer—but I
offer this in case this, or
variations of it, were your
experience at all. If so, you
certainly weren’t alone. It
was just plain weird,
having all the ducks lined
up to create art to your
heart’s content,
and………nothing!

Secondly: With some of the
pieces I did start, I had the
attitude of, because I had
seeming unlimited time, “a
thing worth doing, is worth
doing well.” I’ve had that
pounded into me from the
get-go! Consequently, when
the pieces I did produce were
clearly not in the ballpark of
Turner Prize consideration, I
actually destroyed a couple;
something I rarely do. So, to
heck with it (or words to that
effect.) I. QUIT. Of course, not
for long. One really good
outcome for me was the
liberating realization that “a
thing worth doing…etc.” ain’t
necessarily so. Sometimes
quick and dirty gets the job
done perfectly adequately. It
was when, (For the
umpteenth time in my
career) I stopped trying for
perfection, for the standards
others had, I thought, set;
when I got loose, and free
and because I hadn’t given a
single thought to sales in
these strange times, I didn't
paint to an anticipated
market, that the muse came
out of isolation and paid me
a visit or two—from a
socially safe distance of
course. I went back to
portraits, to charcoal and
have not torn any up so far.
Any of this sound vaguely
familiar? If not, good onya! If
yes, well, you were not alone,
were you?
Look forward very much to
seeing you all again, soon,
which according to Jim isn’t
too far away. In our newish,
rearranged hall, fitting in this
time of the new re-org.
Cheers.

~Eric Payne
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Portrait Sketch in charcoal by Eric

Pastel by Eric

MAG Charity 2020
This year, Marion Art
Group will be supporting
Lion Hearts Learning.
If you would like to find
out more, check out their
website:
https://www.lionheartslearning.com

Photos in this edition
have been taken and
provided by the
contributing artist
themselves. A big thank
you for all who
contributed to this
edition of the
newsletter.

